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Fig. 2: Architecture of (a) a tile and (b) chipset, reproduced [1] and updated.

Fig. 1: OpenPiton Architecture, reproduced [1]. Multiple
manycore chips are connected together with chipset logic and
P-Mesh networks to build large scalable manycore systems.
The P-Mesh cache coherence protocol extends off chip.
Abstract— With the transistor count of industrial ASICs
reaching the tens of billions, EDA tools must have the scalability
to handle such large designs. However, few open-source RTL
designs reflect the scale that industrial ASICs are reaching.
OpenPiton, on the other hand, has a scalable, tiled manycore
design that can reach as many as 65,536 cores in a single chip.
This can enable EDA tool developers to test their tools’ functionality at that extreme scale. With its many configurability
options, extensive scalability, and open-source ASIC synthesis
and back-end flow, the OpenPiton platform is well placed to
supercharge open-source EDA tool development.

OpenPiton is the world’s first open-source, generalpurpose, multithreaded, manycore processor and framework. The high-level OpenPiton architecture is shown in
Figure 1. OpenPiton is designed to provide scalable meshes
of tiles on a single chip, with the P-Mesh cache coherence
system providing the ability to connect together up to 8192
chips in a single shared-memory system.
A single OpenPiton tile (as shown in Figure 2(a)) consists
of a modified OpenSPARC T1 core [8], its CPU-Cache
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Crossbar (CCX) arbiter, an L1.5 cache, an FPU, a slice of
the distributed, shared L2 cache, and three P-Mesh Networkon-Chip (NoC) routers. A Memory Inter-arrival Time Traffic
Shaper (MITTS) [9] can also be optionally included. The
open-source OpenSPARC T1 provided an industrial-strength
basis for the development of OpenPiton, with its thorough
validation suite containing thousands of assembly tests and
the ability to boot a full-stack Linux distribution. We have
since scratch-built an entirely new memory system using
the P-Mesh cache coherence protocol and modernized and
enhanced the codebase, including writing new synthesis
and back-end scripts that target new foundry processes and
modern FPGAs. We have had eight major releases since our
first open source release in June 2015, and are providing
active support and enhancements with a roadmap stretching
far into the future.
The interconnection of OpenPiton chips is managed by the
chipset, shown in Figure 2(b). Our current implementations
of the OpenPiton chipset have been on FPGA, where the
P-Mesh networks connect to the attached chip via the chip
bridge. This has provided us with rapid innovation in chipset
design, but the chipset may also be integrated on-chip,
providing IP blocks such as memory controllers to create
a single, realistic SoC. This enables researchers developing
new EDA tools to investigate many aspects of an SoC design
within a single, easy-to-use infrastructure.
OpenPiton provides an open-source ASIC synthesis and
back-end flow, based on our 25-core chip Piton [6], which

Component
Cores (per chip)
Cores (per system)
Threads per Core
Floating-Point Unit
Stream-Processing Unit
TLBs
L1 I-Cache
L1 D-Cache
L1.5 Cache
L2 Cache (per tile)
Intra-chip Topologies
Inter-chip
Topologies
Bootloading

Configurability Options
Up to 65,536
Up to 500 million
1/2/4
Present/Absent
Present/Absent
8/16/32/64 entries
8*/16/32KB
4*/8/16KB
Number of sets, ways (8KB, 4-way)
Number of sets, ways (64KB, 4-way)
2D Mesh, Crossbar
2D Mesh, 3D Mesh,
Crossbar, Butterfly Network
SD/SDHC Card, UART

TABLE I: Supported OpenPiton configuration options. Bold
indicates default values. (*Associativity reduced to 2-ways
at smallest size). Reproduced [1] and updated.
was taped-out in the IBM 32nm SOI process. This opensource flow remains a rarity among open-source processors.
We have taken the time to remove foundry-specific references
and release scripts for both leaf-level modules and for our
top-level hierarchically placed and routed chip. The Piton
Processor that was the result of this flow has recently been
thoroughly characterized [7], including its power and energy
characteristics, and an exceptionally detailed area breakdown. Our methodology and all data for this characterization
are now open, as is our printed circuit-board (PCB). The
availability of this data in conjunction with the open-source
RTL provides a unique silicon-verified platform for development of new EDA tools. All of the characterization data,
as well as the OpenPiton source code, FPGA bitfiles, OS
images, development virtual machines and documentation
are available for download at http://www.openpiton.
org.
I. S CALABILITY, C ONFIGURABILITY, AND M ODULARITY
OpenPiton can be configured across a rich design space
of parameters. Table I shows the options that are available
for configuration by the user. Each of these options can
be specified at design time through a change to a single
parameter in the relevant configuration file. Many of these
options are provided through the use of the Python Hypertext
Processor (PyHP), which introduces a simple preprocessing
step that executes Python code embedded inside the Verilog
source files. This means that our tools only take standard
Verilog code as input, while the RTL designer can make use
of higher-level concepts in Python to produce the Verilog
code that is input to the EDA tool flow. We have found this
to be a more user-friendly and cross-compatible approach
than introducing a new hardware description language.
On top of its scalability and configurability, OpenPiton
is built from a diverse set of modules that will enable the
developers of open-source EDA tools to stress-test their
tools in a variety of different aspects. To evaluate a tool’s
handling of large memories, one can synthesize and evaluate
the L1.5 or L2 caches across a variety of parameters. If long
wires need special treatment, one can study the placement
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Fig. 3: OpenPiton’s ASIC Synthesis and Back-end Flow

and routing of OpenPiton’s P-Mesh NoC routers and their
associated buses. Off-chip interfaces can be scrutinized in
the context of OpenPiton’s Chip Bridge. To evaluate a fullsystem including all of these components, we provide our
hierarchical flow that includes everything contained in the
physical Princeton Piton chip.
We have also developed OpenPiton with a keen eye
towards portability. We support behavioral simulation across
Synopsys VCS, Cadence Incisive, Mentor ModelSim, and
the open-source Icarus Verilog. Our on-chip memories are
designed to be replaceable with foundry-specific SRAMs and
our FPGA implementations are written to provide correct
inference across a variety of synthesis tools. Clocking and
other IP blocks are also modularized for easy replacement
when targeting a new technology.
II. O PEN P ITON ’ S O PEN ASIC S YNTHESIS AND
BACK - END F LOW
The open ASIC synthesis and back-end flow that we
provide with OpenPiton is detailed in Figure 3. This flow
provides a quality reference for a desirable set of features in
an open-source EDA tool flow. It features synthesis, static
timing analysis, formal equivalence checking, place and
route, design rule checking, and more. The flow’s validated
functionality means that EDA tool developers can replace
individual tools in the flow to verify that they are functionally
correct in the context of the full flow.
The open-source Piton characterization data and methodology also provide a well-documented design point reflecting
a silicon-verified design that new EDA tools can target. The
thorough area breakdown also enables researchers to evaluate
the Quality of Results (QoR) and determine the expected
QoR of their own tools.

Module Name
ffu
sparc
dynamic node
tile
chip

Description
Purpose
OpenSPARC T1 core floating-point front-end unit Small module with one SRAM macro
OpenSPARC T1 core
Large module with many SRAM macros
OpenPiton on-chip network router
Small module with no IP macros
OpenPiton tile
Large, hierarchical module with many SRAM macros
OpenPiton top-level chip
Large, top-level hierarchical module
TABLE II: Supported Modules for the OpenPiton ASIC Synthesis and Back-end Flow

Table II details the set of modules that we presently
provide scripts for. Each module is included for a particular
purpose, showing how a user can scale from a very small
block with no IP macros, up to a large, hierarchical module
with a variety of SRAM and other IP macros.
III. O PEN S OURCE EDA WITH O PEN P ITON
OpenPiton has been available at http://www.
openpiton.org since June 2015. Since then, OpenPiton
has been downloaded thousands of times, from more than
70 countries around the globe. We have made eight major
releases, with a roadmap to continue releasing far into
the future. OpenPiton is being actively used by multiple
commercial EDA vendors and DARPA has identified
OpenPiton as a benchmark for use in the POSH program.
Our online discussion forum1 has grown into a community
where users can report issues and actively help each
other to develop solutions. Our users have also identified
bugs, helped us implement fixes, and have even begun to
maintain their own ports for other FPGAs that we do not
support by default. Users are choosing OpenPiton as a
research platform thanks to its open-source ASIC synthesis
and back-end scripts. These users would benefit greatly
from a fully open-source tool flow, just as the quality of
the OpenPiton platform would improve from being more
broadly accessible.
We believe OpenPiton is an ideal framework for use in
the development of open-source EDA tools through its highquality code base, its growing user base, and its focus on
usability to enable more efficient research.
A. Reducing Human Effort
In the process of developing OpenPiton for both our own
use and external use, we have found it essential to reduce the
cost of engineering time. Even for a small team aiming to
tape out an academic chip, the cost of the tape-out can easily
be dwarfed by the cost of paying students and researchers.
As a result, we have focused on making all of our tools
push-button, and have tried to move as much configurability
to a single file or command-line option as we can. With
our framework, users can easily replace the technology
libraries and tools used in any step of the simulation and
backend flows. The new, custom flow can then be validated
hierarchically on a wide set of inputs ranging from a single
module to the full design. We have also made use of our
online discussion forum to determine the pain points for
1 Join

us at https://groups.google.com/group/openpiton

our users in order to improve the user experience as much
as possible in succeeding releases. One example of this is
reducing Linux boot time on FPGA from around 45 minutes
with the original OpenSPARC T1, to just 4 minutes with
OpenPiton.
B. Visibility
With traditional, closed-source designs, tool vendors rely
on their customers tracking down a bug and producing
a minimal test case. Making use of an open-source and
well-documented RTL design like OpenPiton during the
development process enables the tool developer to identify
which parts of the design might be causing issues. Given
that OpenPiton is reflective of industrial-quality RTL that is
portable across tools from a number of vendors, it provides
an excellent basis for evaluating how well new tools can be
expected to work in the context of real-world designs.
C. Enabled Research
The OpenPiton platform enables rapid prototyping and
innovation for researchers in a variety of fields. Our own
research has relied heavily on OpenPiton for prototyping
purposes, and there are a number of examples of external
teams making use of OpenPiton to take their EDA research
ideas to functional full-system prototypes in a matter of
months.
One such example is Elnaggar et al. [2] using performance
counters from an OpenPiton system running Debian Linux on
an FPGA to identify hardware trojans present in the design.
Lerner et al. [5] produced a flow that uses OpenPiton and the
gem5 simulator to improve an OpenPiton-based multicore
IoT system’s reliability lifetime by 4.1x. OpenPiton has also
proved useful as a platform for investigating power analysis
of scan testing [4].
Another novel application for OpenPiton in the EDA space
was in the design of a scheme for system-level modeling
and control of Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) produced
by an SoC [3]. Here, an OpenPiton system was evaluated
on FPGA, with the technique also being applicable to other
ASICs, like Piton.
IV. A M UTUALLY B ENEFICIAL C YCLE
We believe that OpenPiton is a great match for the development of open-source EDA tools, because of its streamlined configurability and its industrial-quality RTL. We also
believe that OpenPiton (and the wider community) would
benefit in return from the development of such open-source
tools. We look forward to being able to open more of our

flow by targeting open-source EDA tools as they become
available. Our goal is to work with the community to provide
a fully open-source ASIC synthesis and back-end flow, which
would be beneficial for education, research, and business.
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